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GUANGDONG KINGBEST ELECTRIC CO.,LTD

【Components】
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A: Handle B: Upper cover C:Aluminum Tube D: Cloth cover E: Power cable F: Cover Lock

G: Bottom cover H: wheel I: Tube Lock J: Working mode knob K: Power switch

L: Clothing category knob M: Exhaust cover N: Water tank O: Air outlet cover

P: Steam outlet Q: Exhaust outlet cover

【Product specification & Features】
· Basic Specification

·Rating Voltage：220-240V

·Rating Frequency：50/60Hz
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·Rating Power：Steam 1350W , Drying 1000W

·Maximum Capacity：1200ml

·Cord Length： 1.8m

·Function
·Sterilization, wrinkle removal, dry clothing, odor removal·

·Features·
· The whole machine adopts temperature sensing control system to control work, with high stability and safety,

which is a symbol of modern high-tech products, simple and convenient to use

· Adopt automatic water drying power off protection, humidity and other system control

· Simple, practical, long life, this product is designed with the consumer's consumption concept, so that you can
feel the surprise of less investment

· High temperature steam sterilizes, wrinkles, dry clothes and odors

· Easy installation and simple operation, suitable for various fields and people

【Notes】
1:Make sure that the voltage indicated on the host sticker is consistent with the local voltage and that the plug or socket can

pass a current of more than 10A. The main body of the appliance can never be immersed in water Or other liquids.

2: Only clean water can be added to the water tank and no other substances (such as essence, detergent, etc.) can be

added. If its needed to be cleaned, please refer to the product maintenance.

3: Please do not try to open the boiler cover when the boiler is working. If you need to add water, please unplug the power

cord and add clean water after the boiler is cooled.

4: Do not touch the steam outlet or outlet cover during use to avoid burns.

5: Do not plug the power cord into the socket if it is damp. Do not plug it with a wet hand.

6: Unplug the power cord after used.

7:After used, please immediately remove the surplus water in the boiler.

8.When using the cleaning body, the power must be removed and cleaned with a towel.

9.The product should be handled with care, and the product should not be placed in a higher place to prevent falling

10.This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) who are physically, emotionally or mentally

handicapped, or who lack experience and knowledge. Unless supervised or directed by the person responsible for its

safety regarding the use of the product. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with appliance.

11: If you do not use the appliance, please discard it in a suitable way. Do not throw away it as household waste, but should

be sent to the recycling point. You can get more details from the nearest community council.

【HOW TO USE】
1、Installation

（1） Open the locks on both sides
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（2） Take out 2 Tubes

（3） The support rod (the aluminum tube screen printing font is facing outward) is mounted on the main body,

lock the upper and lower locks, and open the wrench on the support rod.

（4）Install the upper cover onto the support tube, press down on the upper cover, hold the upper cover handle up to
the highest, and return the pole

2: Instructions
（1） Open the zipper and hang up the clothes
（2）To Check if the water tank is full of water, then take out the water tank, fill the water tank with pure water,
and then put it back into the main body.
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（3）Pull back the zipper
（4）Insert the plug into the socket (turn on the power) and press the power switch
（5）Select work mode

（6）Finish the work and pull the plug

3: WARNING
It is forbidden to open the zipper immediately after use, because there is still steam/hot wind inside the cloth cover,
which may cause scald. It must be completely cooled before opening the cloth cover to ensure safety.

4: NOTES
When the water in the boiler is evaporated, if the power is continuously turned on, the power switch light is always
on. At this time, the surface temperature of the boiler rises sharply. In order to protect the heating element and
prevent a safety accident, the temperature control device will automatically disconnect. The boiler heating indicator
red light and the steam indication green light are off.
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【Work process description】
1: Basic description:
(1). Press the power switch, the main engine is powered up, the buzzer "beep ~" ring 1, LED red light -- green
light -- blue light cycle flashing.
(2). Adjust the working mode knob and the clothes category knob to the corresponding position, waiting for 1
second, and then the host machine will start to work when the buzzer rings 1.
(3). Go into standby state after the work is completed, or adjust the mode knob to OFF position during the work to
enter into standby state.
(4). Press the power switch, then the appliance power off.

2:Protection and detection function description:

(1). Automatic detection: Automatic detection of humidity using a high-precision temperature and humidity
sensor. When the humidity value is below 16%, and the variation within 10 minutes is only 3%, the drying is
finished. In this mode, the maximum working time cannot exceed 2.5 hours.

(2). Water shortage detection: When the steam boiler is dry and dry, the thermostat will be disconnected, and the
buzzer will sound 2 times every 1 minute. If there is still water shortage after 5 minutes, perform standby mode
(beginning with water shortage) or drying mode (water shortage during the process).

(4) Drying overheat protection: PTC stops heating when the temperature in the host cavity is higher than 60℃,
and resumes heating when the temperature is lower than 55℃.

3:Working mode selection table:：
Standby Steam Dewrinkle Quickly

Dry
Sanitary Air Steam Air Dryer Air Cooler

4:Description of models：

Time\\Function Standby
Steam

Dewrinkle
Quickly
Dry

Sanitary Air Steam Air Dryer Air Cooler

Steamer(mins) 0 6 0 20
User

Settings 0 0

Warm AIr(mins) 0
automatic
detection

automatic
detection

automati
c

detectio
n

0
User
Settings 0

Cool Air(mins) 0 2 2 2 0 0
User
Settings
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5: Detailed description of working mode:
 Air Steam mode:

1. The steam heating element works. Steam from the main engine can remove wrinkles on clothes.
2. The blower fan works at a low speed to prevent steam from entering PTC and causing
short-circuit fault.
3. The host LED emits green light and is breathing effect.
4. When the default time reaches, the steam mode ends.

 Air dryer mode:

1. Ceramic heating element PTC heating, the main engine blowing hot air to dry clothes.
2. The blower fan works at full speed, making the clothes shake slightly, which can speed up the
drying and remove wrinkles.
3. The suction fan works to recover the steam in the main engine cavity, so that the steam t is
stored in the water tank.
4. The host LED emits red light and is breathing effect.
5. After the humidity sensor detects that the humidity in the host cavity is less than20% and remains
for 2 minutes, the hot air mode ends.

 Air cooler mode:
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1. The blower fan works at full speed to cool down the clothes.
2. The suction fan works, and the air in the main engine cavity forms convection to rapidly cool
down.
3. The host LED emits blue light and is breathing effect.

 Standby mode:
1. The buzzer "beeps" rings 1 time.
2. Host LED red light -- green light -- blue light flashes in a cycle.
3. All other functions are stopped.

Guangdong Kingbest Electric Co. Ltd

www.zskingbest.com


